
 

Runtime Error At 1 0 Cannot Import Expandconstant
!FULL!

not a very informative error. the expansion of macro names in header files has the same effect as
passing the macro name as a parameter to a function with a different number of arguments. this can

produce an error in the header file, a dll, or a c source file. this error occurs when the header file
does not contain all of the macros in the extern function prototype. the compiler could have either
defined all of the macros in the header file, or it could have selected not to include the macro if a
default replacement value was chosen. the most likely cause of this error is that the file lacks an
import library (link, lib, lib2) for a function, other header file, or module that provides the missing
macro. this is a linker error. if the change is not done successfully, the user can try the following

solution. quit the transaction server by using the file menu, and then exit, as shown in the following
screenshot. exit . exit and reenter the transaction server as an administrator. open the registry

editor and search for the following registry key: hkey_local_machine\software\microsoft\tran when
the registry key is found, and the value under the key is not showing error 53 as a value, the user
will need to follow the steps under the previous solution to move the dll file to a new location, and

reboot the pc.
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the namespace java.lang.math is reserved for package use and may not be used as a java identifier.
the best practice is to prefix any special keyword in your code with the package name you are using,

for example, math. math.abs(x) what happens is, when your application is executed for the first
time, without the proper hardware and software, the runtime error at 1 0 cannot import

expandconstant appears. they occur because of the missing dlls that the application has to work
with. you have two options, create a new project with all the needed dlls or you can use optional

extensions . though there are various reasons for the runtime error at 1 0 cannot import
expandconstant, but the main cause is that the windows cannot get the dlls where the application is

expecting them to be located. this error usually appears as, only a part of the library cannot be
found. examine the path and correct the path in the dlls. detect the main cause for the runtime error
at 1 0 cannot import expandconstant errors by examination. if the error is shown then the error will

appear on the first time of the execution of the application. when the error occurs, examine the
location in which the application expects the dll files. if some dlls are missing or corrupted, move the

dlls from c:\windows\system32 to c:\windows\system32\config and repeat the execution of the
application. once you have this problem fixed successfully, you should save all the important data or

otherwise recover it. 5ec8ef588b
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